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Fine
Bunkface

I am not putting the tabs for intro and solo because I m lazy
but playing only the chords are fun too. Try it, i found the
chords myself. THANKS! (;

INTRO (CHORDS):

A# GM DM D# A# E#

       A#               GM
Why is it every time I try

          CM               F
It always comes back as a lie

          A#                          GM  
I could believe in the words that you say to me, 

    CM               F             F#  GM
but lately I think I won t agree

BRIDGE:

               DM                 D#              A#   AM  GM
What makes the world go by if you cannot crush my life

               DM                D#              E#
What holds you up so high if you want it all the time

CHORUS:

      D#                  E#
Cause we well be fine, In matter of time

   DM                  GM
Subject to my mind, as we re crossing the line
 
  D#                 E#
Direction to see, perfection to be

  DM                     GM
A pain of a kind, always crashing on me

     CM                       F
Suffocate time matter I ll be fine, todaaaay



A# GM DM D# A# E#

        A#                  GM
And the days they go on and on,

            CM            F
Has all the time I m all alone

          A#                          GM  
It never pays me to say that I m not okay 

        CM                      F            F#  GM
But you still have time to make fun of me

BRIDGE:

                DM                D#               A#   AM  GM
What makes the world go by if you cannot crush my life

               DM                D#              E#
What holds you up so high if you want it all the time

CHORUS:

      D#                  E#
Cause we well be fine, In matter of time

   DM                  GM
Subject to my mind, as we re crossing the line
 
  D#                 E#
Direction to see, perfection to be

  DM                     GM
A pain of a kind, always crashing on me

     CM                       F
Suffocate time matter I ll be fine, todaaaay

SOLO CHORDS:

GM D# A# E#

GM AM A# E#

Keep playing, you ll get it. (;


